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The first quarter stumbled out of the gate, but finished strong during March’s quarter-end window dressing.
The big change in the Navellier portfolios is that we have added companies we believe will profit from
inflation to our portfolios. Specifically, energy, fertilizer, food, and shipping companies are more prevalent
in our portfolios. These companies have pricing power and are benefitting from the stagflation that has
enveloped the world in the wake of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, which has further disrupted commodity
markets and global supply chains.
While Europe is slipping into a recession, the U.S. remains an oasis around the world. The U.S. manufacturing sector is benefitting from strong order backlogs, while the U.S. service sector remains very strong. The
strength behind the U.S. economy remains the U.S. consumer, since consumer sentiment surged in March
and consumer spending/credit growth remains strong. The recent rise in interest rates and the anticipation
of more Fed rate hikes has not yet “pricked” the housing bubble, since median prices continue to rise and new
home starts remain amazingly strong.
As an example of strong consumer spending, the Commerce Department announced that retail sales rose
0.5% in March and that February’s retail sales were revised up to a 0.8% increase (up from 0.3% previously
reported). Overall, stagflation still persists, since inflation is outpacing retail sales, but we are encouraged by
some of the details in the March retail sales report that consumers are still spending outside of gasoline sales.
Although consumers may be happy in the U.S., the population of Shanghai are not happy campers due to the
oppressive Covid lockdown by Chinese authorities. Shanghai is three times larger than New York City and
its citizens have been forced to remain in their apartments and undergo mass virus testing. Shanghai citizens
who test positive are forcefully put into mass quarantine centers with 24/7 lighting and no showers. If a
Shanghai citizen cannot have someone take care of their pets, they are killed by the Covid authorities.
Shanghai accounts for a tremendous amount of China’s GDP and operates its biggest port. Both Apple and
Tesla have been negotiating to restart their respective production that stalled due to the oppressive Covid
lockdown. Essentially, if Apple and Tesla are allowed to restart production, their workers must sleep at the
manufacturing plants while the Covid lockdown persists in Shanghai.
When China announced that its GDP rose at a 4.8% annual pace in the first quarter, many economists were
skeptical that this GDP growth can be sustained due to the Shanghai lockdown and the fact that home sales
have fallen 25.6% in the first quarter in the wake of the Evergrande debt crisis. Officially, Chinese officials
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are expecting 5.5% annual GDP growth in 2022, so unless there is a surge in the second half of this year, it
looks like China will fall short of its GDP growth goal.
Due to the fact that China’s economic growth has stalled and much of Europe is in a recession, many
economists now believe that inflation “peaked” in March. Obviously, any inflation relief will be welcome,
but the real break in energy inflation may be postponed until September, when worldwide demand naturally
falls as the weather cools in the Northern Hemisphere.
The Wall Street Journal recently had a great article pointing out that in the past 80 years the Fed has never
been able to lower inflation “as much as it is setting to do now … by 4% … without causing a recession.”
The key this time around is the unemployment rate is very low and consumers are still increasing their
credit card debt, which is a sign of consumer confidence. Jamie Dimon, the JPMorgan CEO, recently said,
“Charge-offs are extraordinarily good,” and added, “As a matter of fact, way better than they should be.” So
if credit remains available to consumers, it is very possible that the Fed could engineer a soft landing and
avoid a recession as key interest rates rise.
Treasury yields continue to rise as the Fed unwinds its quantitative easing. The 10-year Treasury bond yield
is at its highest level in three years and should “crack” the 3% level soon. However, soaring intermediate
yields and the threat of more yield curve inversions are what really rattles investors.
Despite some profit taking in technology stocks as Treasury yields rose, it is important to remind investors
that interest rates have very little, if anything, to do with technology stocks. Wall Street loves to try to
shake investors out of growth stocks before their quarterly earnings announcements. It is important to
remind all investors to wait for the first-quarter announcements that will commence next week for our
growth stocks.
SUMMARY
We are amazed that the first-quarter earnings continue to accelerate after we added energy, fertilizer, food,
and shipping companies to our portfolios. Frankly, we were expecting earnings to decelerate due to more
difficult year-over-year comparisons, but after adding more inflation plays to our portfolios, our stocks are still
sustaining strong sales and earnings momentum.
In the current stagflation environment, your best inflation hedges are your home and stocks that are
prospering from inflation. As the Fed raises key interest rates in the upcoming months to “catch up” with
market rates, the Fed may “prick” the housing bubble a bit. As a result, I expect your best hedge against
rising interest rates is companies prospering from the current inflationary environment.
Although the Ukraine war is now concentrated in the East and along the Caspian Sea, the Russia invasion
of Ukraine is not over and threatens to draw in NATO countries; so uncertainty persists, which will weigh
on markets and can cause much bigger spikes in the prices of oil and other commodities than what we have
already seen.
In an uncertain environment, our best defense has always been a strong offense of fundamentally superior
stocks that are poised to post strong quarterly sales and earnings. We are also encouraged by the fact
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that the analyst community continues to revise their consensus earnings estimates higher. In fact, we are
confident that our stocks will continue to be the crème de la crème in a fast changing and seemingly chaotic
market environment!
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